Cryogenic nanoindentation experiments performed on [0 0 1]-oriented single crystalline Nb, W, Al, and Au in an in situ nanomechanical instrument with customized cryogenic testing capability revealed temperature dependence on nanoindentation size effect. The Nix-Gao model, commonly used to capture indentation size effect at room temperature, does not take into account thermal effects and hence is not able to explain these experimental results where both hardness at infinite indentation depth and characteristic material length scale were found to be strong functions of temperature. Physical attributes are critically examined in the framework of intrinsic lattice resistance and dislocation cross-slip probability. Nanoindentation has been widely used as a depthsensing technique to measure the hardness and the elastic modulus of materials, 1, 2 and it is common to observe an indentation size effect (ISE), where the hardness of crystalline materials increases at shallower indentation depths. 3, 4 The Nix-Gao model explains the rise in hardness at lower indentation depths by linking it to the higher density of the geometrically necessary dislocations (GNDs), but it does not take into account the physical processes like dislocation interactions and cross-slip. [5] [6] [7] It is natural for the deformed volume under the nanoindenter tip to contain a high density of dislocations, on the order of 10 14 $ 10 16 m À2 , which interact with one another through a number of complex mechanisms. The effects of such dislocation interactions on the mechanical properties obtained via nanoindentation would be obscured at a single temperature, but would emerge at different temperatures because dislocation interactions is often thermally activated and facilitated. For instance, the annihilation of screw dislocation dipoles caused by their thermally activated cross slipping directly affects the storage of dislocations in cold-rolling and dynamic recovery during stage III hardening. 8, 9 The role of thermally activated cross-slip processes has never been carefully studied for ISE, where this mechanism is expected to be prevalent in the material volume directly underneath of the indenter. Thus, it should be worthwhile to elucidate the relation between thermally activated processes and ISE with the temperature control capability.
Mechanical properties of solids at low temperatures need to be carefully studied to ensure reliable functioning of structures, especially in space, where the environment is often cryogenic. Thus, we developed a capability to conduct nanomechanical experiments at cryogenic temperatures in a custom-built in situ instrument, InSEM TM (Nanomechanics, Inc.). 10 The details of our customized instrumental system are provided in supplementary material. 11 Using this cryogenic setup, we performed nanoindentation experiments on two body-centered cubic (bcc), W and Nb, and two facecentered cubic (fcc), Al and Au, all oriented along [0 0 1] crystallographic direction. Prior to the mechanical experiments, Nb and W samples were electro-polished, and Al and Au were mechanically polished. Samples were indented at a constant loading rate of 4 mN/s to four different maximum loads, 4, 12, 20, and 28 mN and at the three different temperatures at 298 K, 230 K, and 160 K. Thermal drift was reduced to 0.5-4 nm/s by simultaneous cooling of the sample and of the indenter tip by the cold connection from the cold finger (Janis Research Company). Minimizing thermal drift during nanoindentation experiments is critical to ensure an accurate displacement measurement; the calculated error in displacement in the experiments presented here was less than $5%. Indenter area function was calibrated using the Oliver-Pharr method. 2 No noticeable pile-up or sink-in was observed during in situ nanoindentation. Also, measurable pop-in in our experiments was not observed. Pop-in is typically related to initial microstructure and tip bluntness. 12, 13 We confirmed that the more blunt tip produces measurable pop-in on the same W sample. Thus, the tip sharpness is an important factor to produce pop-in displacement. Also, our in situ system has relatively high machine vibrations of 10 $ 30 nm, which could make the system miss the small pop-in under the low load.
Figures 1(a) and 1(b) show a photograph of InSEM with the cryogenic set-up and a snapshot of a nanoindentation on Nb at 160 K. Figure 1(c) shows the configuration of cryogenic system. Figure 2 displays the load-displacement data during indentation into Nb, W, Al, and Au, and shows that for a given maximum load, the maximum displacement decreased at lower temperatures, which led to the increased hardness. For hardness calculation, the contact depth was obtained quasi-statically by the least squares fitting of the unloading data between 75% and 90% of the maximum load. temperatures are plotted in Fig. 3 and appear to be linearly correlated.
Mechanical properties of crystals vary with the intrinsic lattice resistance, which increases at lower temperatures, especially in bcc crystals.
14, 15 Qiu et al. 15 incorporated the effect of the intrinsic lattice resistance into the original Nix-Gao model, and quantified it in the following expression for hardness as a function of indentation depth:
where s 0 is the intrinsic lattice resistance and all other parameters follow the nomenclature of the Nix-Gao formulation. They demonstrated that Eq. (1) maintains the approximately linear relation between 1=h and ðH=H 0 Þ 2 even for W, which has the highest intrinsic lattice resistance in this study. Thus, a reasonable representation of Eq. (1) might be
where h Ã ef f is the slope of ðH=H 0 Þ 2 vs. 1=h with the intrinsic lattice resistance taken into account. This approximation is consistent with the data shown in Fig. 3 , where experimentally determined ðH=H 0 Þ 2 are plotted as a function of 1=h for each material and exhibit linear scaling. All h 
Here, a is the Taylor coefficient, l is the shear modulus, b is the magnitude of the Burgers vector, and h is the angle between the conical indenter tip and the sample surface.
Þ, where q SSD is the density of statistically stored dislocations (SSDs), which is associated with the average strain. 3, 15 Generally, the intrinsic lattice resistance, s 0 , in bcc crystals increases at lower temperatures 15 and enhances the hardness, H 0 . Table I shows that the dependence of H 0 on temperature for Al and Au was relatively weak, but was more pronounced for Nb and W. The absolute change in H 0 between 298 K and 160 K was similar for both metals (W: 755 MPa and Nb: 711 MPa), but the relative change in H 0 was a factor of $5 higher for Nb (W: 24% and Nb: 107 Nb %). This implies that Nb has a stronger temperature dependence of intrinsic lattice resistance, consistent with the previous observations in uniaxial tensile tests on Nb and W at $190 K. 16, 17 The dependence of the physical parameter, h Ã ef f , on temperature is less intuitive. The model of Qiu et al. implies that an increase in H 0 always leads to a lower h Ã ef f . 15 The experimental results in Fig. 4 show that this was true for Nb but not for Au, which exhibited no noticeable temperature dependence of h Ã ef f . For W and Al, both showed the opposite trend, and a similar experimental finding of higher h Ã ef f at lower temperatures was recently reported in high-temperature nanoindentation on Cu. 18 This Cu work mentioned the temperature-dependent storage volume for the GNDs to explain their temperature effects. [18] [19] [20] The size of the plastic zone as well as the storage volume could be affected by dislocation mechanisms, which could be different with material parameter and temperature. However, the model of Qui et al. assumes the storage volume of GNDs as the hemisphere volume with the tip contact radius for all materials, as the Nix-Gao model does. According to Durst et al., the plastic zone size is relatively similar for different materials at room temperature. 20 However, at a different temperature, the plastic zone size could be material-dependent. In an experimental way, it is not easy to distinguish between the change in dislocation structure and the change in the storage volume. For example, the decrease in dislocation density, which causes the decrease in hardness, could occur by either the dislocation annihilation or the increase in the storage volume of GNDs. For the better clarification, an advanced computational technique, such as dislocation dynamics simulation, would be necessary. In Cu work, 18 it was argued that the higher dislocation mobility at the higher temperature leads to the larger GND storage volume. However, our results show the completely opposite trend between W and Nb regardless of the similar temperature effects on the dislocation mobility. This indicates that there exists another dislocation mechanism to explain the temperature effects on the ISE.
According to the Nix-Gao, there are two contributions of dislocation density: one is the depth-independent part of dislocation density, and the other is the depth-dependent part of dislocation density. The Nix-Gao model assumes that the latter is the GND density, but here we would like to use the more generic meaning, the depth-dependent part of dislocation density, which can be expressed as
for materials with low intrinsic lattice resistance (s 0 % 0). In this study, Al and Au represent the materials class with low lattice resistance, s 0 % 0 and h Ã % h Ã ef f . Equation (4) implies that h Ã must depend on the q depthÀdependent and hence, on temperature, because H 0 is relatively temperature-insensitive for fcc crystals. Figures 5(a) and 5(b) show q depthÀdependent as a function of h at each temperature for Al and Au. These plots 
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Lee, Meza, and Greer Appl. Phys. Lett. 103, 101906 (2013) reveal that q depthÀdependent decreases more rapidly in Al as compared with Au as the temperature increases: for the indentation depth of 500 nm, the change in q depthÀdependent between 160 K and RT in Al is $50% while that in Au is only $10%. This is likely a result of more frequent dislocation annihilation events in Al, whose narrow stacking fault width enables the screw dislocations with compact cores to have a high probability for cross-slip. Note that our Al and Au samples were mechanically polished. Mechanical polishing usually makes the ISE more significant compared to electropolishing. 20, 21 Then, the temperature effects on the ISE would also be exaggerated since the higher SSD density near the surface could cause more prolific mechanical recovery at the swallow indentation depth. However, both Al and Au samples in this study were prepared in the exactly same way, and the distribution of SSDs would be nominally similar. Thus, the clear difference in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) still demonstrates the importance of cross-slip process during nanoindentation. Figure 3 (c) shows that h Ã ef f decreases with temperature in W, as does in Al. In our previous nanopillar studies, uniaxial tension experiments on single crystalline W and Nb nanopillars showed that cross-slip was more prevalent in W than in Nb. 22 Post-deformation SEM images in this work clearly show that the slip traces in W were wavy, without significant shear offsets; in contrast to Nb, whose deformation was characterized by well-defined and straight shear offsets. The similar deformation behavior were also observed in larger micropillars. 23 These observations are consistent with the high room-temperature intrinsic lattice resistance reported for W, 344 $ 370 MPa and an insignificant one for Nb, 14 $ 27 MPa. 24 In metals with a high intrinsic lattice resistance, the fraction of screw dislocations is higher than that of the edge components under the applied stress because of the low mobility of screw dislocations, leading to more frequent cross-slip events. The high cross-slip probability in Al and W in this study may help explain a similar trend in the temperature-dependent ISE (Figs. 2(a) and 2(c) ). The annihilation of screw dislocation dipoles as a result of crossslip processes has been reported to limit the dislocation storage during severe plastic deformation. 8, 9 In fact, the Nix-Gao model does not take into account this dislocation annihilation process. The Nix-Gao model assumes that (1) the GND density is constant for a given indentation depth, and (2) that all of the dislocations that has a depth-dependent (1=h dependence) distribution in the deformed volume are geometrically necessary. These two assumptions need to be assessed carefully to explain our observation in temperature effect on the ISE. The first assumption may not hold true when thermal effects are taken into account. For example, cold rolling of aluminum commonly generates very high dislocation densities, $10 14 m
À2
but high temperature-rolled aluminum has the low dislocation density due to dynamic recovery, i.e., dislocation annihilation, even under the nominally similar applied strains. 25, 26 At higher temperatures, the existing dislocation structures are able to evolve into lower energy configurations with reduced dislocation and strain energy densities while keeping the net Burgers vector. The 2nd assumption also represents an idealized case. Zaiser and Aifantis pointed out that there is no reason for all of the dislocations that has the depth-dependent distribution within the deforming volume to be GNDs. 6 Additional dislocations may be nucleated from the surface as prismatic loops or as glide dislocations, 27 and the pre-existing SSDs can be transformed into GNDs, forming complex dislocation networks throughout the volume. 5, 7 Thus, Eq. (4) need not be restricted to the GND-only density and should include some dislocations, which do not necessarily contribute to the accommodation of the tip shape. That was why we used q depthÀdependent rather than q GND in Eq. (4). Figure 5 (c) shows a schematic representation of the dislocation annihilation mechanism during nanoindentation. Here, the thick (red color) symbols represent the GNDs, which accommodate the indenter tip shape. The thin (blue color) symbols represent the remaining dislocations that do not contribute to the shape change. Both types of dislocations have depth-dependent distribution. So, they are included in the dislocation density in Eq. (4).
Step 1 corresponds to the annihilation of two oppositely signed screw dislocations by cross-slip and step 2 corresponds to a non-GND-to-GND transformation of a dislocation to satisfy the boundary conditions. The remaining dislocations, which are not shown in Fig. 4(c) shows schematic representation of dislocation annihilation mechanism (step 1) during nanoindentation. Note that both types of dislocations are distributed depthdependently throughout the deformed crystal volume but only the GND contribute to the tip shape accommodation. Fig. 4(c) , would also have to slightly re-arrange themselves to accommodate the exact tip shape change. The consequence of this process is dislocation annihilation (step 1) followed by dislocation character change (step 2) is a lower dislocation density in the deformed volume and a smaller h Ã ef f (or h Ã ) in Eq. (4) while keeping the permanent shape change.
In this phenomenological mechanism, metals that are amenable to dislocation cross-slip, W and Al in this study, would have a lower relative dislocation density within the indented volume compared with the hard-to-cross-slip metals, Nb and Au, at the same homologous temperature. This would be manifested by a lower h Ã ef f in Eq. (4). At high temperatures, the dynamic recovery by dislocation annihilation is expected to be significant, which explains why the high temperature indentation on Cu in the work of Franke et al. 18 exhibits a similar trend as W and Al, but more pronounced temperature effect ($3.5 times increase in h Ã ef f from 296 to 473 K). Because the cross-slip probability has an exponential dependence on temperature, the mechanical recovery rate would be more rapid at the higher temperature even though Cu (44.6 mJ/m 2 ) has the stacking fault energy lower than Al (145.5 mJ/m 2 ).
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In summary, we designed and constructed a cryogenic testing capability within the existing custom-made in situ nanomechanical instrument, InSEM. Using this setup, nanoindentation experiments were performed on single crystalline Nb, W, Al, and Au at 160, 230, and 298 K. Results indicate that the ISE manifested by a higher hardness, H, at the shallower indentation depths, h, holds for lower temperatures. The material hardness at infinite indentation depth, H 0 , of the body-centered cubic metals, Nb and W, increased by 107% and 24%, respectively, but did not change significantly for the fcc samples, Al and Au, when the temperature was lowered from RT to 160 K. This can be explained by the amplification in the intrinsic lattice resistance with temperature reduction in bcc metals. The characteristic length scale term, h Ã ef f , was found to depend on both the temperature and the material. We propose a physical deformation mechanism, based on dislocation cross-slip followed by dislocation annihilation and postulate it to be a key factor in determining h Ã ef f . W and Al, had a high propensity for cross-slip and exhibited a similar relative increase in h Ã ef f , on the order of 60%, as the temperature was reduced from RT to 160 K. Nb displayed the opposite trend, with h Ã ef f decreasing by 80% over the same temperature range, likely because the increase in the intrinsic lattice resistance at low temperatures overrides the already-low probability for cross-slip. In Au, both H 0 and h Ã ef f were virtually independent of temperature because of the temperature-insensitive dislocation mobility and the wide stacking fault width, resulting in a low crossslip probability.
